
Part 1 第二三段模板

The chart is aimed to reveal that 图表描述 . The statistic is interesting to me, as it reflects the pervasive

phenomenon happening among people in my own age group（可替换） - and let's face it, 图画主旨 .

Of all the changes that has occurred in the world during the past _____ years, perhaps the most far-reaching is

nothing but that 主旨句 . Two primary reasons, I believe, are responsible for this phenomenon. Firstly, with +

名词词组 + ing分词/-ed分词/形容词短语 //with + 名词词组（直接原因）, 主谓宾（带来的影响），which

equals 名词词组（回归图表的现象）（原因 1）. Secondly，it is worth noting that 次要原因（主谓宾）（原

因 2）. Indeed, 举例论证次要原因（主谓宾）（原因 2的辅助论据）, according to the survey coducted by

China Daily.

All the evidence justifies an unmistakable conclusion that 趋势 are bound to continue in the forthcoming

future. However, it is worth mentioning that 预测/预防措施/解决措施/提醒（主谓宾） 。

范例：

Of all the changes that have occurred in the world during the past ten years, perhaps the most

far-reaching is nothing but that domestically crafted cars have gained great popularity in China. Two primary

reasons, I firmly believe, are responsible for this phenomenon. Firstly, with the introduction of state-of-the-art

technical know-how and sophisticated management staff, the general quality of domestic cars has improved in

leaps and bounds, which equals the preference of potential car consumers for the home-growth car over its rival

brands. Secondly, it is worth noting that the friendly price of domestic car brands strongly appeal to families who

are less well-off. Indeed, these families comprised the lion’s share of the new Chinese car-brand customers,

according to the survey conducted by China Daily.

All the evidence justifies an unmistakable conclusion that the thriving of domestically developed cars are

bound to continue in the forthcoming future. However, it is worth mentioning that it is not advisable for

Chinese car industry to settle for what they have achieved.



Part 2 预测（第二段）

话题1：大学生业余时间支配调查

Of all the changes that have occurred in the world during the past ten years, perhaps the most

far-reaching is nothing but that the leisure time allocation of college students has gained a unprecedented change.

Two primary reasons, I firmly believe, are responsible for this phenomenon. Firstly, with Internet emerging

as the single most powerful vehicle for providing access to unlimited information, apart from the academic

pressures, boredom and the lack of opportunity to pursue hobbies could contribute to the students’ internet

addiction behavior, which equals the preference of many students for spending time on online surfing over other

ways of pastime. Secondly, it is worth noting that the campus library fails to appeal to students, which can

predominantly put down to the poor library management operation. Indeed, the slower update on books, notorious

practice of seat-hogging（占座问题） and aging electronic equipment top the list of reasons why undergraduates

dislike their college library, according to the survey conducted by China Daily.

话题2：大学生毕业选择

Of all the changes that have occurred in the world during the past ten years, perhaps the most

far-reaching is nothing but that the students' career choices after graduation has gained great diversity. Two

primary reasons, I firmly believe, are responsible for this phenomenon. Firstly, with the majority of graduates

choose a public service career path because they feel compelled to serve people, their communities, and those in

need. That is a motivating factor which equals the their preference for public sectors over other career choices.

Secondly, it is worth noting that most graduates don’t possess a clear career plan, unreasonably ending up

following the herd, which can predominantly put down to the insufficiency of career guidance and counseling.

Indeed, up to 55% of population who sit for the national civil service examination said they are encouraged

to take the exam due to the strong persuasion by their parents and friends, according to the survey

conducted by China Daily.



话题3：阅读习惯的改变

Of all the changes that have occurred in the world during the past ten years, perhaps the most

far-reaching is nothing but that with popularity of digital devices, paper books are increasingly replaced by

digital ones. Two primary reasons, I firmly believe, are responsible for this phenomenon. Firstly, people from

all walks of life have benefited enormously from the advantage of digital devices that offer easy access to book

resources. Users can easily bring the books with smaller size everywhere, share them with as many friends as they

like and never bother checking the page they previously reached. Secondly, it is worth noting that reading on digital

devices can easily lead to distractions, reducing immersive reading time and have a crippling effect on reading

quality. Indeed, up to 55% of population who forsake e-books in favor of paper book said that they can’t

devote themselves to a book and lose themselves in it for hours, according to the survey conducted by China

Daily.


